
The Change House
Why change fails, how to diagnose readiness, 

and how to make change happen



THE CHANGE HOUSE

Contentment 
and

Complacency
Room

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does the name bring to mind? (Answer: An organization or individual who does not see any reason to change) Point Out:Develop your own examples or use IBM in the 60s/70sBeach and storm approaching analogy.Key Points:The left hand side of the house is easy to see in hindsightThis room is easy to see in others, but not in ourselvesRefer to graphic (relaxed with little fear; however, this is not to be confused with being lazy or not working lots of hours)



THE CHANGE HOUSE

Contentment 
and

Complacency
Room

Denial and
Denigration

Room

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the arrow implies this is the only way around the house… if in Contentment we must go into the Denial Room nextWhat does the name bring to mind? (Answer: An organization or individual who, even though the evidence may suggest otherwise, refuses to change)Who was offered the internet for $1?  (Answer: AT&T)AT&T turned down the offer… why? (Answer: Went to Engineering and they said no – the technology is different and it will never work)It’s important to note from some of the examples we’ve sighted that what stops or keeps people in this room has little to do with know-how or technology, just a mindsetThis room is easy to see in others, but not in ourselves 



THE CHANGE HOUSE

Contentment 
and

Complacency
Room

Denial and
Denigration

Room

Confusion 
and Chaos 

Room

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does the name imply? (Answer: Can no longer deny that there is a problem, but not clear as yet as to what to do about it; hence, confusion)For change to work you must understand that you have a problem and understanding must proceed solutionsThe technical definition for this room is the “gap between problem understanding and solution generation” Graphic:  Perhaps he’s looking at the numbers and realizes that they don’t add up but is confused as to what to do about it



THE CHANGE HOUSE

Contentment 
and

Complacency
Room

Denial and
Denigration

Room

Confusion 
and Chaos 

Room

Renewal and 
Revitalization

Room

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does the name imply? (Answer: We have arrived, implementing solutions and embracing change)There is no lip service here… in other rooms, what people say and do don’t match, here they do Ask:  Now that we’ve looked at each room, which two rooms are the happy rooms? (Answer: top two – Contentment and Renewal)Given that thought, I’ve got a couple of questions for you to answer There is only one way around and we are likely to move back into Contentment from RenewalAll organizations and individuals have to go from room to room in a counter clockwise direction�



Evidence of location in the House

What they Say and What 
they Do



The Change 
House

Evidence of contentment

Questions:

• What do people “say” in this room?

• What do people, or organizations, ‘do’ 
in this room?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evidence of contentment:	We are the best !” “We are # 1”“We set the Industry Standards "Let's postpone it !” "Why should we do it ?” ArroganceVery bureaucratic Lots of internal publications "Let's talk about details” "Let's talk about us” Ignoring the outside world “We are the Champions”Notice the internal focus and ignoring the outside world 



Evidence of denial

The Change 
House

Questions:

• What do people “say” in this room?

• What do people, or organizations, ‘do’ 
in this room?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evidence of denial: “It can’t happen to us” “We won’t be affected” “The Government would never let it happen” "They are responsible” "Yes, but...” "Circumstances are responsible...” Finger pointing, Prophets ejected, Persecute the innocent, Protect the guilty, High aggression Defensive behaviorNotice the focus now switches from us to “they” or “them.”  When things are going well we take the credit (internal) when things go wrong we blame others (external)Human capacity for denial is infinite… we don’t want to see the signals



Evidence of confusion

The Change 
House

Questions:

• What do people “say” in this room?

• What do people, or organizations, ‘do’ 
in this room?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evidence of confusion:  "Why, how, when, where, who...”Crying for help"Which way is best?” hire and fire ! A new strategy every day ! Panic ! Lots of uncoordinated initiatives, Lost in the fog ! Consultants in large numbers, Hiring from outside,Tower of BabelNotice lot’s of questions here… 



Evidence of renewal

The Change 
House

Questions:

• What do people “say” in this room?

• What do people, or organizations, ‘do’ 
in this room?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evidence of confusion: "Let's do it together” "Let's make it happen !” "Just do it” High motivation and energy, Constructive spirit Clarity and light, Taking responsibility, Trust/delegation, Focus, Moving / increasing targetsNotice the “walk the talk” and now real continuous improvement (CI)



How to move people from room to room

Making Change Happen



How do you move people from contentment 
to denial?

• Get people to benchmark

• Get people to go outside the company

• Provide data/stories on how well other 
companies are doing

• Provide a symbolic shock !

• Spread discontent !

The Change House

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is getting the problem on the tableCan be referred to as creating a “Burning Platform”Benchmarking is around “bad news” or how well others are doing – quite the opposite from what people are saying and doing



How do you move people from denial to 
confusion?

• Continue benchmarking

• Increase feedback from outside

• Expose the majority of the employees to 
the problem

• Bring in key influencers

• Fire those really stuck in denial

• Increase the shocks !

The Change House

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key here is to get people to “own the problem”Informal communications are more powerfulFiring isn’t necessarily wholesale



How do you move people from confusion to 
renewal?

• Provide a vision and a direction

• Sell solutions, don't tell !

• Focus on the first steps

• Set demanding but attainable goals

• Keep feeding back results quickly

• Cross fertilize and cross-pollinate

• Reward new behaviors/performance

The Change House

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Helping people toward solutionsBenchmark solutions nowNow is the time for vision and directionWe need critical mass (60-65%) in Confusion room in order for people to buy-in 



The Change House

Preventing slippage into Contentment

• Constantly ratchet performance targets

• Keep providing feedback - both internal and external

• Co-ordinate and channel efforts

• Keep refining and transmitting the vision

• Celebrate success but always link to new 
targets/objectives/visions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also helpful to move people around to keep them out of a rutBenchmarking Caution: Data may now show we’re the best in-class and inadvertently push the organization back into Contentment… some companies benchmark outside their business markets (e.g., customer service with retailer type businesses)



The Rules of the Change House
• Organizations and individuals do not have to spend the same amount of time 

in each room.

• It is possible to speed through some rooms very quickly.

• Organizations and individuals do not have to make it through the house.

• Both can die during the journey, usually in one of the first three rooms.

• One may never reach Renewal and Revitalization.

• Some clockwise slippage is possible (except from contentment to renewal)

The Change House
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